Accessory: Separate adapter for ATF602

**Adapter for BMW**
For diverse ZF6HP und ZF8HP transmissions
Article number: OGA2000

**Adapter for MB 722.9**
For all 722.9, 7-speed transmissions
Article number: OGA2001

**Adapter for VAG DSG**
For Audi, Skoda, VW, Seat. DSG-6 and 7-speed transmissions with wet clutch
Article number: OGA2003

**Adapter for ZF 8HP**
For BMW
Article number: OGA2002

**Adapter for AISIN / PSA**
For Citroen, Fiat, Opel, Peugeot, Renault, VAG
Article number: OGA2007

**Adapter for Powershift transmissions**
For Dodge Journey, Ford, Tuareg, Volvo
Article number: OGA2005

**Adapter for VAG**
For Tuareg, Cayenne, Phaeton, Amarok, T5, Q5, Q7, div. A8
Article number: OGA2003

**Adapter for TF80 Multi transmissions**
For Alfa, Cadillac, Fiat, Ford, Lancia, Land Rover, Lincoln, Mazda, Mercury, Range Rover, Saab, Volvo, 6-speed transmissions with split cooling line
Article number: OGA2004

**Adapter for TF80 GM transmissions**
For Opel, GM, Chevrolet, connected line
Article number: OGA2006
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More information about the product and its accessories at www.ath-heinl.de
The fully automatic ATF Exchanger ATH ATF602 is made for **flushing and oil change of DSG and automatic transmissions**.

Contrary to other machines on the market the ATF602 works with automatic scales, which determine the weight of the automatic transmission oil. The program calculates the exact filling quantity of the automatic transmission oil, as volume differences can only be prevented by the weight because of different temperatures of the oil.

The machine has two **exchangeable 25 l new oil and used oil tanks with level monitoring and display for oil temperature for old and new oil**. With the **TFT-/LCD color display** and the **self-explanatory menu navigation** the use of the machine is very easy. The data can be printed out with the **integrated thermal printer**.

**Connection with universal or vehicle specific adapter**

The machine enables a **simple connection** to the transmission of the vehicle with the **universal adapter** (e.g. for Ford, Cadillac, Mitsubishi, Opel, BMW, Chrysler, Volvo, GM) which are in the scope of delivery or through **vehicle specific adapter**, which can be ordered separately or as set. The ATF602 **detects and automatically changes the flow direction**, therefore there is no need to change the connection line.

**Technical data**

- **ATF Exchanger ATH ATF602**
  - Article number: 223001

- **Connection**
  - AC220V 50Hz / 110V 60Hz

- **Output power**
  - 200 W

- **Length maintenance hoses**
  - 3000 mm

- **Length exhaust line**
  - 1000 mm

- **Measuring range load cells**
  - 40 kg

- **Exchange accuracy**
  - ±100 ml

- **Capacity detergent bottle**
  - 500 ml

- **Measuring range pressure**
  - 0–150 psi (1–10 bar)

- **Dimension**
  - 635x585x1075 mm
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